
PURSUIT OF HAPPYNESS FILM ESSAY

The Pursuit of Happiness is a movie about a struggling salesperson who takes custody of his son, as he is ready to
begin a life-changing experience. The movie .

The behaviors of the character in this movie are portrayed realistically just like the scene after Chris was hit by
a car and left with him limping on his way to fetch his son from daycare. Your time is important. Kibin does
not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of the essays in the library; essay content should not
be construed as advice. Pssstâ€¦ we can write an original essay just for you. The soundtrack to this film was
put together very well and matched all aspects of this movie, the soundtrack included songs from the artist
Andrea Guerra. Chris introduces these scanners to the doctors which he believed much better to X-rays. Any
type of essay. Although people may demonstrate loyalty in different ways, people should know where their
beliefs lie and remain true to them. The first one is what is happiness? But instead of the families, it is the
species that alienates one from the other. Even though he experienced how hard life can be he still pursued to
reach his goals in his life for his son. And if we find the answer the next question is Where can I find it? Even
though Chris eventually lands a job as an intern at a prestigious brokerage firm, the position pays no money.
These are strong words that reflect what most parents wish to teach their children. Breaking away from his
traditional comedic and alien-fighting roles, Will Smith proves his range of acting abilities as he tackles the
multi-layered persona of the real-life Chris Gardner. Knowing they will be ok, Chris tells his son that he got a
new job and that everything will be ok now and they will live a better life now. Any subject. He was offer the
position that he dreamed about. Poverty is a factor that someone is unable to financially support himself. This
movie relates to single man Chris Gardner Will Smith salesman struggle with his son by looking for better
life, happiness. His son then becomes obviously upset and picks up his ball and puts it away. Go get it.
Starting with little, losing that, and then finding hope and redemption through his unyielding determination,
Smith forges a powerhouse performance in one of his most moving roles. These along with many other factors
make up the cultural differences among nations. The director for this movie is Gabriele Muccino, an Italian
film director that became a successful American film maker. After watching the movie, I felt the need to go
out with my family more often and talk to them rather than just staying in my room and play my games. His
strong human relationships skills lead him to achieving his goal and starting his career as a broker. Due to
their struggles, the mother walks out on and leaves Chris struggling alone with his son.


